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ABSTRACT

Large models such as GPT-3 and ChatGPT have transformed deep
learning (DL), powering applications that have captured the pub-
lic’s imagination. Such models must be trained on multiple GPUs
due to their size and computational load, driving the development
of a bevy of “model parallelism” techniques and tools. Navigating
such parallelism choices, however, is a new burden for DL users
such as data scientists, domain scientists, etc., who may lack the
necessary systems knowhow. The need for model selection, which
leads to many models to train due to hyper-parameter tuning or
layer-wise finetuning, compounds the situation with two more bur-
dens: resource apportioning and scheduling. In this work, we unify
these three burdens by formalizing them as a joint problem that we
call SPASE: Select a Parallelism, Allocate resources, and Schedule.
We propose a new information system architecture to tackle the
SPASE problem holistically, exploiting the performance opportu-
nities presented by joint optimization. We devise an extensible
template for existing parallelism schemes and combine it with an
automated empirical profiler for runtime estimation. We then for-
mulate SPASE as an MILP. We find that direct use of an MILP-solver
is significantly more effective than several baseline heuristics. We
optimize the system runtime further with an introspective schedul-
ing approach. We implement all these techniques into a new data
system we call Saturn. Experiments with benchmark DL work-
loads show that Saturn achieves 39-49% lower model selection
runtimes than current DL practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large-model deep learning (DL) is growing in adoption across many
domains for data analytics over text, image, video, and even mul-
timodal tabular data. Large language models (LLMs) now power
popular applications like ChatGPT [63]. Such models [30] have
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been ballooning in size, as Figure 1(A) shows. For instance, the
popular GPT-J [89, 110] and ViT [31] models need 10s of GBs of
GPU memory and take days to train. This is often impractical for
DL users in smaller companies, enterprises, and the domain sci-
ences. Thankfully, in most cases they need not train from scratch
to benefit from large-model DL. They can download “base” models,
pre-trained on large general datasets (e.g., Web-scraped text), from
model hubs like HuggingFace [115] and just “finetune” them on
their (smaller) application-specific data [20]. This enables compa-
nies to keep their application data in house. Recent market research
reports that this form of large-model DL is rapidly growing [5].

While finetuning and customizing of base models has made
large-model DL more tractable, end users of DL still face 3 systems-
oriented headaches: (1) GPU memory remains a bottleneck. Large-
memory GPUs are expensive, and even public cloud vendors still
ration them. (2)Multi-GPU parallelism is needed but understanding
the performance behaviors of complex large-model parallelism
techniques is difficult for DL users; and (3) Model selection, which
involves tuning hyper-parameters, model layers, etc., only amplifies
the computational load.

Overall, large-model DL, including finetuning, is still painful for

regular DL users, hurting usability and raising runtimes and costs,

especially in pay-as-you-go clouds.

Case Study: Consider a data scientist, Alice, building an SQL au-
tocomplete tool to help database users at her company. She has a
(private) query log that contains her company’s database schemas,
common predicates, etc. She downloads two LLMs from Hugging-
Face — GPT-2 and GPT-J — both of which are known to offer strong
results for textual prediction tasks [89, 110]. She finetunes multi-
ple instances on her dataset, comparing different batch sizes and
learning rates to raise accuracy. She uses an AWS instance with 8
A100 GPUs. She launches the DL tuning jobs in parallel, assigning
one GPU each. Alas, all of them crash with out-of-memory (OOM)
errors. She is now forced to pick a large-model scaling/parallelism
technique and assign multiple GPUs to each job. But to do so she
must answer 3 intertwined systems-oriented questions: (1) Which
parallelism technique to use for each model? (2) Howmany GPUs to
assign to each model? (3) How to orchestrate such complex parallel
execution for model selection workloads?

In this paper, we tackle precisely those 3 practical questions in a

unified way to make it easier, faster, and cheaper for regular DL users

like Alice to benefit from such state-of-the-art large DL models.

1.1 Prior Art and Their Limitations

We start by first explaining why prior art for large-model and
parallel DL systems is insufficient to tackle the problem. Table 1
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Figure 1: (A) Trends of the sizes of some state-of-the-art DL models in NLP and CV (log scale), extrapolated from a similar

figure in [100]. (B) Our empirically measured runtime crossovers between FSDP and pipeline parallelism, with knobs tuned per

setting.

lists a conceptual comparison of our setting with prior art on several
key aspects. Section 6 discusses related work in greater detail.

(1) Which parallelism technique to use for each model? There are a
multitude of techniques in theML systems world to parallelize/scale
large models across GPUs. Some common techniques are: sharding
the model, spilling shards to DRAM [44, 69], pipeline parallelism as
in GPipe [45], fully-sharded data-parallel (FSDP) as in PyTorch [2]
and ZeRO [90], hand-crafted hybrids as in Megatron [100], as well
as general hybrid-parallel approaches such as Unity [49, 106] and
Alpa [127]. But no technique dominates all others in all cases. Rel-
ative efficiency depends on a complex mix of factors: hardware,
DL architecture specifics, even batch size for stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). Figure 1(B) shows two empirical results on real
workloads to prove our point. Even between just pipelining and
FSDP, complex crossovers arise as GPU counts and batch sizes
change. Furthermore, many techniques expose knobs that affect
runtimes in hard-to-predict ways [61], e.g., pipelining requires tun-
ing partitions and “microbatch” sizes, while FSDP requires tuning
offloading and checkpointing decisions. Thus, we need to automate

parallelism technique selection for large-model DL training.

(2) How many GPUs to assign to each model? Many DL practi-
tioners use fixed clusters or have bounded resource budgets. So,
they are either given (or decide) up front the number of GPUs to
use. But in multi-model settings like model selection, there is more
flexibility on apportioning GPUs across models. The naive approach
of running models one after another using all GPUs is sub-optimal
as it reduces model selection throughput and adding more GPUs per
model yields diminishing returns. Alas, the scaling behaviors of
large-model parallelism techniques are not linear and often hard
to predict, as Figure 1(B) shows. Prior art has studied data-parallel
resource allocation, e.g., Pollux [88] andOptimus [82]) andmodel se-
lection optimization (e.g., Cerebro [54] and ASHA [57]). But none of
them target large-model DL, which alters the cost-benefit tradeoffs
of GPU apportioning in new ways due to interplay with parallelism
selection and complex scaling behaviors. Thus, we must automate

GPU apportioning for large-model model selection.

(3) How to orchestrate such complex parallel execution for model

selection? This is a scheduling question, i.e., deciding which jobs to
run when. Two naive approaches are to run models in a random
order or to use a generic task scheduler. Both can lead to GPU idling
due to a lack of awareness of how long models actually run. Prior
art has studied runtime-aware DL scheduling, e.g., Gandiva [117]
and Tiresias [37], but none target large-model DL. The complex in-
terplay of parallelism selection and GPU apportionment can affect
runtimes in a way that alters the tradeoffs of scheduling. The model
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Figure 2: Overview of how Saturn’s components tackle the

SPASE problem for multi-large-model DL workloads.

selection setting adds more considerations: we must optimize end-
to-end makespan rather than just a throughput objective [82, 88].
Specific desiderata must be met: fidelity on ML accuracy and gener-

ality on specification. We expand on these in Section 1.2.
Overall, there is a pressing need for a unified and automated way

to tackle these 3 systems concerns of model selection on large models:

select parallelism technique per model, apportion GPUs per model,

and schedule them all on a given cluster. No prior art — including

all those described in Table 1 — can address this novel setting that

has emerged with the rise of large-model DL. We call this new joint

problem SPASE: Select Parallelism, Apportion resources, and SchedulE.

1.2 System Desiderata

To help democratize large-model DL and ease practical adoption, we
seek a data system that tackles SPASEwith the following desiderata:

(1) Extensibility on parallelism selection. Given the variety
of large-model parallelism techniques (henceforth called “paral-
lelisms” for brevity), the system must support and select over mul-
tiple parallelisms and also make it easy for users to add new paral-
lelisms in the future (e.g. formodel-technique codesign [33, 81, 100]).
Without support for user extension, parallelism selectors/hybridiz-
ers are limited in scope, as noted in Table 1.

(2) Non-disruptive integration with DL tools. The system
must natively support popular DL tools such as PyTorch [60] and
TensorFlow [6] without modifying their internals. This can offer
backward compatibility as those tools evolve.

(3) Generality on multi-model specification. The system
should support multiple model selection APIs, e.g., grid/random
search or AutoML heuristics. We assume the system is given a set of
model training jobs with known epoch counts. Evolving workloads
can be supported by running all models one epoch at a time.

(4) Fidelity on ML accuracy. The system must not deliberately
alter ML accuracy when applying system optimizations. Approxi-
mations such as altering the model, training algorithm, or workload
parameters are out of scope because they can confound users.
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Table 1: Overview of prior art. Column desiderata are described in Sections 1.1 and 1.2.

Fidelity Multi-Model Resource
Allocation

Parallelism
Selection

Out-of-the-Box
Large Model Support

Hybrid Parallelism

Alpa [127] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓(limited) ✓

FlexFlow [49] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓(limited) ✗

Unity [106] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓(limited) ✓

Performance Evaluation Paleo [86] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓(limited) ✗

Model Selection

Cerebro [54] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

ASHA [57] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Scheduling

Gandiva [117] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Antman [118] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Tiresias [37] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Resource Allocation

Pollux [88] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Optimus [82] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

SPASE Saturn (ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

1.3 Our Proposed Approach

To meet all of the above desiderata, we design a new informa-
tion system architecture to tackle SPASE that is inspired by some
techniques in database systems. We call our system Saturn. Our
current focus is on the common fixed-cluster setting rather than
autoscaling [97]. As Figure 2 shows, our approach is three-pronged:

(1) Parallelism Selection and UPPs.We translate high-level
(“logical”) model training specifications into optimized “physical”
parallel execution plans based on instance details, inspired by phys-
ical operator selection in RDBMSs, e.g., selecting hash-join vs. sort-
merge join for a given join operation. To meet the first desideratum
of extensibility, we introduce the abstraction of User-Pluggable Par-
allelisms (UPPs). UPPs can be used to specify existing parallelisms
in standard DL tool code, or enable users to add new parallelisms as
blackboxes for Saturn to use. This also ensures the second desider-
atum of non-disruptive integration. We create a default UPP library
in Saturn to support 4 major existing parallelisms: pipelining,
spilling, distributed data parallelism (DDP), and FSDP. Each UPP
can support knob-autotuning, similar to auto-tuning of physical
configuration parameters of a data management system [42, 107].

(2) Performance Profiling. To apportion GPUs and select par-
allelisms in a way that ensures the fourth desideratum, we need
accurate estimates of job runtimes as is. We exploit a basic prop-
erty of SGD: since minibatch size is fixed within an epoch, we can
typically project epoch times accurately from runtime averages
over a few minibatch iterations. This is similar to prior works (e.g.
the Clockwork inference system [38]) that exploit the determinis-
tic and predictable performance behaviors displayed by DNNs to
proactively plan out high-quality execution schemes. Coupled with
the offline nature of model selection, we can create a general and
effective solution: profile all jobs using the full “grid” of options for
both GPU counts and parallelisms based on only a few minibatches.
The overhead of this approach is affordable due to the long run-
times of actual DL training. This also ensures our second and third
desiderata as all DL tools offer data sampling APIs that we can just

use on top of the user-given model specifications. Of course, we
use the full training data for the actual DL jobs to ensure the fourth
desideratum.

(3) Joint Optimization and Scheduling. Given the above sys-
tem design choices, we can now tackle SPASE using joint optimiza-
tion. We formalize this problem as a mixed-integer linear program
(MILP). Using realistic runtime estimates, we perform a simulation
study to compare an MILP solver (we use Gurobi [39]) to a handful
of strong scheduling heuristics. The solver yields the best results
overall even with a timeout. Thus, we adopt it in Saturn as our
SPASE optimizer. Actual model training, not the optimizer, heavily
dominates overall runtimes in DL workloads, so we view this design
decision as reasonable because it ensures both efficiency and simplic-

ity, easing system maintenance and adoption. Finally, we augment
our Optimizer with an “introspective” scheduling extension known
in prior art to further raise resource utilization.

We intentionally design Saturn to be a simple and intuitive sys-
tem to tackle SPASE in a way that can help ease practical adoption.
Figure 3 in Section 3 shows our system architecture. Saturn is
implemented in Python and exposes high-level APIs for (offline)
specification of UPPs and model selection APIs for actual DL train-
ing usage. Under the hood, Saturn has 4 components: Parallelism
Plan Enumerator, Performance Profiler, Joint Optimizer, and Execu-
tor. The runtime layer builds on top of the APIs of the massively
task-parallel execution engine Ray [71] for lower level machine
resource management, e.g., placing jobs on GPUs, as well as to
parallelize our profiling runs. Using two benchmark large-model
workloads from DL practice, we evaluate Saturn against several
baselines, including an emulation of current practice of manual
decisions on SPASE. Saturn reduces overall runtimes by 39% to
49%, which can yield proportionate cost savings on GPU clusters,
especially in the cloud. We perform an ablation study to isolate
the impacts of our optimizations. Finally, we evaluate Saturn’s
sensitivity to the sizes of models, workloads, and nodes.
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Novelty & Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work to unify these three critical requirements of large-
model DL workloads for end users: parallelism selection, resource
apportioning, and scheduling. By casting the problem this way,
we judiciously synthesize key system design lessons to craft a
new information system architecture that can reduce user burden,
runtimes, and costs via joint optimization in this important analytics
setting. Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We formalize and study the unified SPASE problem, freeing end
users of large-model DL from having to manually select and tune
parallelisms, apportion GPUs, and schedule multi-jobs.

• We present Saturn, a new information system architecture to
tackle SPASE that is also the first to holistically optimize paral-
lelism selection and resource apportioning for multi-large-model
DL. Saturn employs a generalized profiler to estimate paral-
lelism runtimes and an MILP solver for joint optimization.

• To enable generalized and extensible support for parallelisms, we
create the abstraction of User-Defined-Parallelisms (UPPs). UPPs
can be used to specify parallelisms as blackboxes in Saturn.

• We perform an extensive empirical evaluation of Saturn on two
benchmark large-model DL workloads. Saturn reduces model
selection runtimes by up to 49% in some cases.

• We make our code publicly available on GitHub 1.

2 BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

We provide a brief background on parallelization techniques to
describe the fundamentals relevant to our problem space. For the
interested reader, we provide a broader overview of the ML Systems
space in the Appendix of our tech report [74].
Multi-GPU parallelism is now common in large-model DL train-
ing [46]. Several parallelization schemes already exist, and researchers
continue to routinely devise and propose new techniques. A com-
prehensive review of all such approaches is out of scope for this
paper; we refer interested readers to the relevant surveys [73, 101].
Instead, we only highlight a few common approaches here for refer-
ence. We also mention the tunable knobs for each parallelism that
complicate scaling behaviors and theoretical performance analyses.

Data Parallelism replicates a given DL model across multiple
accelerators. Each is fed a different minibatch partition for parallel
processing. Replica synchronization can be done in two ways —
either via a central parent server, for Parameter Server (PS)-style
data parallelism [59, 95], or through peer-to-peer communication,
for all-reduce data parallelism [60, 99] with synchronization at SGD
boundaries.

Model Parallelism partitions the model rather than the data. The
model graph is sharded and partitioned over GPUs to distribute
the memory footprint. The speedup potential of model parallelism
depends on the partitioning scheme and model architecture. Hand-
crafted, architecture-specific approaches can performwell [1], while
simple and generic partitioning schemes tend to be slower [72].

Pipelining [45, 51, 61, 120] & Fully-Sharded Data Parallelism (FSDP) [60,

90] are more advanced hybridizations of model parallelism with
data parallelism. Each presents its own tradeoffs and optimization
knobs (e.g. “microbatches” for pipelining [61], and “offloading” and

1https://github.com/knagrecha/saturn
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“checkpointing” [26] for FSDP). For brevity, we elaborate on the
specifics of these techniques in the Appendix of our tech report [74].

Spilling is not a parallelism technique in itself but is often used
in combination with a parallelism technique to reduce GPU mem-
ory pressure. It swaps model shards between GPU memory and
DRAM for piece-wise GPU-accelerated execution [12, 72]. This adds
DRAM-GPU communication overheads, but it can enable large mod-
els to be trained with even just one GPU. Spilling exposes a partition
count knob, to select the number of DRAM spills during execution.
Model selection is the process of training and comparing model
configurations. Two popular procedures are grid search, in which
all combinations of sets of values of hyper-parameters (e.g., batch
size, learning rate) are used, and random search [17], in which
random hyper-parameter combinations from given intervals are
used. Early stopping can reduce the set of configurations during
training [57, 58, 92]. The high resource demands of model selection
on large models can sometimes force a DL user to settle for a smaller
search space, but this risks missing out on higher accuracy [34, 53].
Faster execution of such workloads empowers users to run larger
searches, in turn helping accuracy. Many users expect fidelity in
this setting, as we explain in Section 1.2.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We now describe Saturn’s architecture that meets the desiderata
in Section 1.2. Saturn has 4 main modules, as Figure 3 shows.
For workload specification, it exposes a high-level API and the
Parallelism Library. The Trial Runner handles runtime estimation.
The Joint Optimizer and Executor tackle the SPASE problem. Sat-
urn uses Ray [71]’s low-level APIs as the runtime layer that places
jobs on GPUs. Next, we describe each of Saturn’s components.

3.1 Workload Specification

The first phase, workload specification, is handled by our API and
the Parallelism Library component.

API. Saturn’s API provides an easy-to-use interface for both
registering parallelisms (for developers) and submitting large-model
training jobs (for end users of DL).We now provide a brief overview;
due to space constraints, we provide the full example pseudocode in
the technical report [74]. There are two parts to the API: the Library
API and the Trainer API. Users create “Tasks” through the Trainer
API by specifying functions for model initialization and data load-
ing, along with any hyper-parameters. This is sufficiently general
to cover most model selection workloads. Listing 1 illustrates.
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1 from saturn.trainer import Task , HParams , execute , profile
2
3 t_1=Task(get_model ,get_data ,HParams(lr=1e-3,epochs=5,optim=SGD))
4 t_2=Task(get_model ,get_data ,HParams(lr=3e-3,epochs=5,optim=SGD))

Listing 1: Specifying tasks through Saturn’s API.

Training procedures are defined by “User-Pluggable Parallelisms”
(UPPs), which implement the parallel execution approach for SGD.
These parallelisms can be registered with our Library by a devel-
oper (e.g., ML engineer) or a system-savvy end user of DL. The
registration process is shown in Listing 2.

1 from saturn.library import register
2
3 register("parallelism -a", ParallelismA)
4 register("parallelism -b", ParallelismB)

Listing 2: Parallelism registration.

Once all parallelisms and tasks are specified, DL users can invoke
the Trial Runner to produce runtime estimates in a single line of
code, followed by invoking the whole training execution in another
single line of code. Listing 3 illustrates these.

1 profile ([t_1 , t_2 , t_3])
2 execute ([t_1 , t_2 , t_3])

Listing 3: Profiling and execution invocations.

Parallelism Library. The design of this library is inspired by
functional frameworks, user-defined function templates in RDBMSs,
and DL model hubs [115]. We follow a define-once, use-anywhere
design, wherein registered UPPs can be reused across models, exe-
cution sessions, and even different cluster users. This is achieved
by managing library-registered parallelisms as a database of code
files. The Library allows developers to register new parallelisms by
implementing an abstract skeleton, shown in Listing 4.

1 class BaseParallelism:
2 def search(task:Task ,gpus:List[int])->Dict ,float:
3 pass
4 def execute(task:Task ,gpus:List[int],knobs:Dict)->None:
5 pass

Listing 4: Parallelism specification skeleton.

The search function should use the task and GPUs to provide (1) exe-
cution parameters (e.g., microbatch count, partition count) and (2) a
runtime estimate. Knob-optimization can also optionally be tackled
here. Failed searches (e.g., OOMs) can be handled by returning null
values. The execute function trains the provided task to comple-
tion using the allotted GPUs. It also uses any execution parameters
produced during the search phase to optimize execution.

Developers can implement a UPP with standard DL tool code
(e.g., TensorFlow or PyTorch) without restrictions. This enables
easy integration of pre-existing parallelisms. Indeed, we validate
that functionality by adding 4 major parallelisms in our default
Parallelism Library: DDP [60], GPipe-style pipeline parallelism [51],
FSDP, and model spilling via the FairScale package [12]. These out-
of-the-box parallelisms in Saturn are maximally general in that
they can be automatically applied to any DL model supported by
them. Implementing UPPs for each took 100 − 250 lines of Python
code. Once defined, UPPs can be registered with the Library under
a user-set name (e.g. “pytorch-ddp”).

Our design can help developers retain a familiar environment
without low-level code changes or extraneous workflows to, say,
translate their parallelism implementation into a new configuration

file format, a custom domain specific language, etc. Our Parallelism
Library serves as an organized roster for registering and using
large-model DL parallelisms. While it is a key part of Saturn, it
can potentially also be useful as its own standalone tool.

3.2 Performance Estimation

The Trial Runner estimates the runtime performance of models
with different parallelisms and GPU apportionments. The Trial
Runner is not a parallelism selector: it simply generates the statistics
needed to solve SPASE. It is our empirical substitute for the complex
parallelism-specific theoretical models used in prior art [82, 88].
Such empirical profiling helps “future proof” Saturn to an extent:
by not tightly coupling Saturn to specific parallelisms’ theoretical
models, we can directly support future DL tool compilers and/or
accelerator hardware as they are evolving rapidly. As we highlight
in Section 1.2, extensibility is one of our key desiderata. The Trial
Runner has two submodules: Plan Enumerator and Profiler.

Plan Enumerator. This sub-module constructs a “grid” across
all supported parallelisms and GPU apportionment levels for each
model. That represents the space of “physical plans” for everymodel
that will then be profiled to obtain runtime performance estimates.

Profiler. This sub-module takes the outputs of the Plan Enumer-
ator to produce runtime estimates for the optimization phase. We
exploit a property of SGD: since it is iterative and consistent, we can
accurately extrapolate epoch runtimes from averaged performance
over a just few minibatches [38]. We use Ray to parallelize these
profiling runs and reduce the Profiler’s runtime. In our experiments,
profiling 12 multi-billion-parameter models for 4 parallelisms took
< 30min. This overhead is affordable because the actual DL model
selection, on the full training data, can take hours or even days.

3.3 Joint Optimizer and Executor

We now use the Trial Runner’s statistics to tackle the SPASE prob-
lem in a unified manner via holistic optimization.

Joint Optimizer. The Joint Optimizer is invoked transparently
when the user invokes the execute function. It uses the runtime esti-
mates produced by the Trial Runner and cluster details to produce
a full execution plan. This plan bakes in all of parallelism selection,
GPU apportionment, and schedule construction. To construct the
plan, the Joint Optimizer automatically determines the following
for all model configurations given by the user: (1) which parallelism
to use, (2) how many GPUs to give it, and (3) when to schedule it.

Our Optimizer is implemented in two layers. First, anMILP solver
to produce makespan-optimized execution plans. Second, an intro-
spective, round-based resolver that runs on top of the MILP solver
to support dynamic reallocation. Section 4 goes into the technical
details of the MILP, why we chose to use an MILP solver instead of
heuristics, and additional techniques in the Joint Optimizer.

Executor. This module handles the running of the full execution
plan generated by the Joint Optimizer. The Executor runs on top of
the lower level APIs of Ray to leverage its task-parallel processing.
By default, Ray uses its own task scheduler, and swapping that
out for a custom scheduler is challenging. So, for the Executor we
implement our plan over Ray’s scheduler. We achieve this by “taint-
ing” Ray-owned GPUs so that they can only be used by the corre-
sponding jobs from our pre-calculated schedule. Thus, the Executor
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ensures that Ray’s scheduler cannot deviate from our SPASE solu-
tion. This scheme lets us faithfully recreate the optimizer-designed
plan without overheads or induced inefficiencies, even though the
design goes beyond Ray’s intended usage.

3.4 Current Limitations

Saturn supports both single-node and multi-node training across
different models, but in the current version we focus on the case
where each model fits in aggregate cluster memory (i.e., total GPU
memory + DRAM). Since we focus on the large-model case, we do
not consider GPU multi-tenancy (e.g., as in ModelBatch [79]). We
also focus on the homogeneous GPU cluster setting and leave to
future work adding support for heterogeneous hardware clusters,
hardware type selection, and elastic provisioning (e.g., like in [65,
77]). Anecdotally, we find that many DL users in domain sciences
and enterprises do indeed fit this setting. Furthermore, many of the
parallelisms in our existing Library do not yet support cross-node
training for a single model out-of-the-box. So, we defer support
to a future extension as those parallelisms evolve. Despite these
assumptions, Saturn can already train 10B+ parameter models
on even just one node. These limitations can be mitigated in the
future as follows: (1) adjust the MILP in Section 4 for hardware
selection, (2) give the Trial Runner a larger space to explore, and
(3) add multi-node parallelisms to the Library [125].

Two other relevant extensions are support for autoscaling sup-
port and elastic re-configurations of jobs mid-execution. An obvious
and straightforward way to incorporate these extensions would
be to submit workloads to Saturn one-epoch-at-a-time, then in-
duce environment/workload changes at a higher level, in between
Saturn’s invocations. Future work could look to support more fine-
grained integrations, e.g., where Saturn controls the autoscaling
decisions. We discuss some possible adaptation points in Section 4.4,
but leave these extensions to future work.

4 SPASE JOINT OPTIMIZER

We now describe the SPASE problem and dive into our MILP for-
malization. Using a simulation study, we evaluate an MILP solver
(Gurobi [39]) against baselines and heuristics from standard prac-
tice and prior art. We explain our introspective mechanism that
enables Saturn to adaptively reassess its MILP solution over time.

4.1 Problem Basics

SPASE unifies parallelism selection, resource allocation, and sched-
ule construction. Typical schedulers can set task start times, while
resource schedulers can select a GPU apportionment as well. But
with SPASE, our joint optimizer must consider a third performance-
critical dimension: select the parallelism to use for each model on
the allotted GPUs. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
work to unify and tackle this joint problem.

In model selection workloads, it is common for all jobs to be
given up front. So, we focus on that setting. Using the Trial Runner
module, we generate the necessary runtime statistics for all given
jobs. But evenwith that information, the joint problem is intractable;
prior work on network bandwidth distribution [10] has shown that
even the basic resource allocation problem is NP-hard. SPASE is a
more complex version of that problem that also handles parallelism

Table 2: MILP Notation used in Section 4.2

Inputs to the MILP

Symbol Description

𝑁 List of nodes available for execution.
𝑇 List of input training tasks.
𝑈 Large integer value used to enforce conditional con-

straints.
𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛 The number of GPUs available on node 𝑛.
𝑆𝑡 Number of configurations available to task 𝑡 . A con-

figuration consists of both a parallelism and a GPU
allocation.

𝐺𝑡 ∈ Z+𝑆𝑡 Variable length list of requested GPU counts for each
configuration of task 𝑡 .

𝑅𝑡 ∈ R+𝑆𝑡 Variable length list of estimated runtimes for each
configuration of task 𝑡 .

MILP Selected Variables

Symbol Description

𝐶 Execution schedule makespan.
𝐵𝑡 ∈ 0, 1𝑆𝑡 Variable length list of binary variables indicating

whether task 𝑡 uses the corresponding configuration
from 𝑆𝑡 .

𝑂𝑡,𝑛 ∈ 0, 1 Binary indicator of whether task 𝑡 ran on node 𝑛.
𝑃𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 ∈ 0, 1 Binary indicator of whether task 𝑡 ran on GPU 𝑔 of

node 𝑛.
𝐴𝑡1,𝑡2 ∈ 0, 1 Binary indicator of whether task 𝑡1 ran before task

𝑡2. If 𝐴𝑡1,𝑡2 is 1, 𝑡2 must have run after 𝑡1.
𝐼𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 ∈ R+ Start time of task 𝑡 on GPU 𝑔 of node 𝑛.

selection and makespan-optimized scheduling; so it is also NP-
hard. Brute-forcing the search space is also impractical due to its
sheer size. The number of schedule orderings alone grows super-
exponentially with the number of jobs [105]. As such, solving it
optimally is ruled out. Thus, we choose to formulate SPASE as an
MILP and use an industrial-strength MILP solver (Gurobi [39]) to
leverage its time-tested optimization power. Later, in Section 4.3,
we justify this decision further using a simulation study. We find
that the MILP solver significantly and consistently outperforms
known baselines and strong heuristics despite its time limit. We
rely on Gurobi’s sophisticated techniques to avoid pitfalls such
as poor local optima [40] in this highly non-convex optimization
space. Even if the solver does only reach a local optimum, it should
be of reasonably high quality. We describe and evaluate these risks
further towards the end of Section 4.3.1 and the Appendix of our
tech report [74]. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first MILP
formulation to unify DL parallelism selection, resource allocation,
and scheduling. Not only does it enable us to state the problem with
mathematical precision, it also enables us to explore the problem
space’s intricacies via the simulation study.
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Model A Model B Model C

Configs

Config 1
Parallelism: FSDP
Resources: 2 GPUs
Runtime: 10 hours

Config 2
Pipelining

3 GPUs
8 hours

Config 3
FSDP

4 GPUs
7 hours

Config 1
Spilling
1 GPUs

40 hours

Config 3
FSDP

3 GPUs
27 hours

Config 4
Pipelining

4 GPUs
25 hours

Config 1
FSDP

4 GPUs
24 hours

Config 2
Pipelining

2 GPUs
30 hours

A) B) C) D)

Figure 4: (A) depicts the configs (i.e., variables 𝐺 & 𝑅) used throughout our examples; (B) illustrates a feasible but suboptimal

SPASE solution and the corresponding makespan; (C) illustrates an optimal SPASE solution; (D) illustrates violations of the

constraints in Equation 3. The remainder of the constraints are illustrated in the Appendix of our tech report [74].

4.2 MILP Formulation

Inputs. Our MILP input consists of a full grid of models, their
valid configurations, as well as the corresponding runtime esti-
mates generated by the Trial Runner. Table 2 lists our notation,
and Figure 4(A) illustrates an example. As noted in Section 3, our
empirical runtime estimates already bake in the communication
overheads of each parallelism.

Summary. To summarize the MILP’s function in plain-English:
we ask the solver to assign to each task: (1) GPU IDs with associated
node IDs, (2) an execution configuration (determining the paral-
lelism and resource apportionment), and (3) a float start time. Each
task should only be assigned one node and one configuration, and
the number of GPUs assigned should agree with the specifications
of the chosen configuration. The task should not block any GPUs
on a node it is not using. The start time for a given task should align
all assigned GPUs (i.e., gang scheduling), and the assigned start
times should not cause task overlaps on the same GPUs. Ultimately,
the solution should minimize the latest finish time of any task (i.e.,
makespan).

Formulation. We now go into each constraint in depth. To
make the formulation easier to comprehend, we illustrate our con-
straints using a running example workload in Figure 4 (continued
in the Appendix of our tech report [74]). The figures are purely
demonstrative, and do not represent a realistic model selection job.

Objective: min
𝐵,𝑂,𝑃,𝐴,𝐼

𝐶 (1)

We now define the constraints. Equation 2 defines the makespan;
it is the latest task’s start time plus the runtime of that task’s se-
lected configuration. Figure 4(B) & (C) illustrate some example
SPASE solutions and their corresponding makespans.

𝐶 ≥ 𝐼𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 + 𝑅𝑡,𝑠 −𝑈 × (1 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )
∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁,∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺

(2)

Next, for each task, there should only be one selected config-
uration and only one selected node. Figure 4(D) illustrates this
constraint. ∑︁

𝑥 ∈𝐵𝑡

𝑥 = 1;
∑︁
𝑦∈𝑂𝑡

𝑦 = 1 (3)

Next, we enforce the GPU requests of the solver onto the exe-
cution schedule. Each task must be assigned the number of GPUs
corresponding to its selected configuration. Since direct equality
comparisons are not possible in an MILP formulation, Equations 4

and 5 in combination ensure this constraint by enforcing both ≤
and ≥ inequalities.∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛

𝑡 ≥ 𝐺𝑡,𝑠 −𝑈 × (2 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (4)∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛

𝑡 ≤ 𝐺𝑡,𝑠 +𝑈 × (2 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (5)

We must also ensure that the task uses 0 GPUs on any nodes it is
not executing on. Equations 6 and 7 combine ≤ and ≥ inequalities
to enforce this requirement. This constraint and all subsequent
ones are illustrated with examples in the Appendix of our tech
report [74].∑︁

𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛
𝑡 ≤ 0 −𝑈 × (𝑂𝑡,𝑛 + 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (6)

∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛

𝑡 ≥ 0 +𝑈 × (𝑂𝑡,𝑛 + 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (7)

Next we apply a gang scheduling constraint, i.e. for each task,
all assigned GPUs must initiate processing simultaneously. Formu-
lating this constraint is challenging — we need consistency over
a set of MILP-selected values, on a set of MILP-selected indices,
across an MILP-selected gang size. Our solution is to take a fixed
start-time target — the sum of MILP-selected start times over all
GPUs, divided by the number of allocated GPUs. By ensuring each
selected time is thus equal to the average of the times, the times
must by definition be equal to one another. This constraint also
naturally encourages the solver to fix start times on unused GPUs
to 0 without explicit enforcement, since non-zero values bloat the
numerator of the left hand side. Equations 8 and 9 in combination
enforce this constraint.∑

𝑥 ∈𝐼𝑡,𝑛 𝑥

𝐺𝑡,𝑠
≤ 𝐼𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 +𝑈 × (3 − 𝑃𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛)

∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(8)

∑
𝑥 ∈𝐼𝑡,𝑛 𝑥

𝐺𝑡,𝑠
≥ 𝐼𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 −𝑈 × (3 − 𝑃𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛)

∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(9)

Finally, we encode a task isolation constraint, so that no tasks
overlap on the same GPU. Equation 10 applies if task 𝑡1 came before
task 𝑡2, while equation 11 guarantees no overlap if task 𝑡1 came after
task 𝑡2. Variable 𝐴 acts as a before-or-after selector, determining
which constraint is relevant for each pair of tasks.
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𝐼𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 ≤ 𝐼𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝑅𝑡,𝑠 +𝑈 × ((3 − 𝑃𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝑃𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔) − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 +𝐴𝑡2,𝑡1)
∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡1 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑡2 ∈ (𝑇 − {𝑡1}),∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(10)

𝐼𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 ≥ 𝐼𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔 + 𝑅𝑡,𝑠 −𝑈 × ((4 − 𝑃𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝑃𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔) −𝐴𝑡2,𝑡1 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )
∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡1 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑡2 ∈ (𝑇 − {𝑡1}),∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(11)

This MILP formulation is complex because it spans and unifies
three different system decisions in our setting. Our Joint Optimizer
constructs all the constraints automatically for a given instance
and provides them to Gurobi [39]. We use the PuLP interface for
Gurobi to keep all variables within a single Python process space.

4.3 Simulation-based Comparisons

Wenow evaluate ourMILP-solver approach.We begin by discussing
baselines from current practice and heuristics in prior art. Then,
we run evaluations on simulated workloads and find that the MILP-
solver outperforms the other approaches by a significant margin.

4.3.1 Baselines. As the case study in Section 1 highlighted, large-
model users must currently tackle the SPASE problem manually. So
we can define the initial baseline based on current best practices. A
common heuristic is to just maximize each task’s allocation. Each
task is given all GPUs in a node; then the best parallelism for that
particular setting is applied. The models are run one after another.
This optimizes local efficiency and maximizes available GPU mem-
ory for each task. This heuristic becomes a suboptimal degenerate
case of the apportioning and scheduling parts of the SPASE problem.
We call this baseline “Max-Heuristic”, and anecdotally we find this
is common in current practice.

The opposite extreme would be to minimize the number of GPUs
assigned to each task to maximize task-parallelism [72]. We call this
baseline “Min-Heuristic.” While it runs many models in parallel,
this approach suffers a lot of DRAM spilling for large models.

Finally, we devise a strong algorithmic heuristic that incorporates
our runtime estimates to produce non-trivial solutions. It extends
an idea from Optimus, a DL resource scheduler in prior art that
proposes a greedy resource allocator that uses an “oracle” to provide
runtime estimates [82, 88]. Optimus iteratively assigns GPUs to
whichever model that will see the greatest immediate benefit. The
original Optimus implementation used a throughput-prediction
oracle for PS-style data parallelism, but subsequent works [88]
have made it standard to provide an alternate oracle to adapt Opti-
mus for different parallelisms. Our Trial Runner statistics serve as
our oracle, thus allowing us to manually configure optimal paral-
lelism selections for Optimus’ benefit. Since this is not part of the
base offerings of Optimus, we denote this strengthened modifica-
tion of Optimus as Optimus*. Optimus* serves as a strong baseline
SPASE solver, tackling problems of resource allocation and model
selection natively, and parallelism selection through our augmen-
tation. Saturn’s main advantage over this baseline is its use of
joint optimization. For our simulation study, we call this baseline
algorithm Optimus*-Greedy. Algorithm 1 presents its pseudocode,
reusing variables from Table 2.

Algorithm 1 : Optimus*-Greedy(Tasks 𝑇 , GPUs 𝐺)

1: 𝐿 = [1|𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ]
2: while sum(L) < G do

3: 𝐶𝑅 = [𝑅𝑡,𝑠 |𝑡, 𝑙 ∈ (𝑇, 𝐿), 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 where 𝐺𝑠,𝑡 == 𝑙]
4: 𝑃𝑅 = [𝑅𝑡,𝑠 |𝑡, 𝑙 ∈ (𝑇, 𝐿), 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 where 𝐺𝑠,𝑡 == 𝑙 + 1]
5: 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁 = [𝑐 − 𝑝 |𝑐, 𝑝 ∈ (𝐶𝑅, 𝑃𝑅)]
6: 𝐿[𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁 )] + +
7: end while

8: return 𝐿

1) 2.2X 
2) 1.31X

1) 2.41X 
2) 1.43X

1) 3.56X 
2) 1.56X

1) 3.41X 
2) 1.58X

TXT IMG TXT IMG

Single-Node 4-Node 4-Node Heterogeneous

1) 2.45X 
2) 1.51X

1) 2.27X 
2) 1.49X

TXT IMG

Figure 5: Simulation results comparing our MILP to two key

baselines. For each group, we list Saturn’s speedup versus

(1) the weakest and (2) the second-best performer.

The Optimus*-Greedy algorithm yields resource allocations per
task. We transform that into a SPASE solution by selecting the best
parallelism for each task’s allocation post-hoc. In the multi-node
case, we run this algorithm one node at a time. Like many iterative
greedy algorithms, this approach relies on consistent scaling be-
haviors. It has only a local greedy view, rather creating a one-shot
global resource distribution.

Apart from the above three approaches to cover standard practice
and prior art extensions, we also include a simple randomization-
based baseline. In summary, we compare with 4 approaches:

(1) Max-heuristic: All GPUs within a node are given to one
task at a time.

(2) Min-heuristic: A single-GPU technique (spilling) is given
to each task to maximize task parallelism. If additional
GPUs are available, they are divided evenly.

(3) Optimus*-Greedy: A greedy algorithm inspired by the
one used in the Optimus [82] resource scheduling paper.

(4) Randomized: Parallelisms and allocations are randomly
selected for every task, then tasks are randomly scheduled.

For each of the above approaches, we use our Profiler results to
select the best possible parallelism+allocation for each model. For
instance, if a baseline determines that Model A should receive 8
GPUs, we refer to the Profiler to determine which parallelism gives
Model A the best runtime at 8 GPUs. This same best-check proce-
dure is used to determine the gain values for Optimus*-Greedy.

Since our MILP is complex, Gurobi is unlikely to converge to an
optimal solution in a practical timeframe. Thus, we set a reasonable
timeout — from our trials [74], we set it to 5mins — for the solver
to produce a solution. We rely on Gurobi’s industry-strength tech-
niques to find a high-quality (though possibly suboptimal) solution
even within the allotted time. The Appendix of our tech report [74]
shows the diminishing returns of having a larger timeout. We leave
it to future work to adapt the timeout for the given workload, which
may improve performance further.
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Figure 6: Depiction of the introspective feedback loop.

4.3.2 Simulation Workloads. We simulate 2 benchmark work-
loads, described in Table 3. Runtime estimates for all models and
configs are produced by the Trial Runner beforehand. We simulate
3 hardware settings: an 8-GPU single node, 32-GPUs over 4-nodes,
and 4 heterogeneous nodes with GPU counts of 2, 2, 4, and 8 (16
GPUs in total). To adapt the baselines for the heterogeneous set-
ting, we distribute models across nodes randomly, weighting each
node’s probability by its GPU count. Figure 5 presents the simu-
lation results. All approaches are run 3 times and averaged, with
90% confidence intervals displayed; but only the randomized al-
gorithm shows significant non-determinism on the homogeneous
node settings. In all cases, the MILP-solver approach yields signifi-
cantly better solutions than the baselines. We achieve a makespan
reduction of up to 59% over the Min-Heuristic, 36% over the Max-
Heuristic, 54% over Randomized, and 33% over Optimus*-Greedy.
In the heterogeneous setting, the improvements are slightly lower,
ranging from 18% to 42%. We attribute this to the small 2-GPU
nodes, which provide less flexibility for resource apportioning or
parallelism selection, thus reducing the candidate solution space.
Overall, Saturn’s Gurobi-solved approach consistently outper-
forms the alternatives. The MILP-solved approach has the highest
overhead; a 5min timeout versus < 10 seconds for the baselines. But
the overhead is negligible given the typical scale of the makespans.

4.4 Introspection

In general, one-shot up-front scheduling is suboptimal. Workloads
can evolve over time, either due to online changes (e.g., an AutoML
heuristic killing or adding models to train) or ongoing execution
(task runtime reduce as they are trained). If the optimizer can be
rerun partway through execution, it might produce a different, more
performant, solution for the remainder of the workload. To achieve
this, we propose the use of introspection [117].

A key feature in some state-of-the-art DL schedulers [117], in-
trospection proposes that a scheduler should “learn” as it executes.
There are two ways in which a schedule might be altered or adapted
via introspection. First is pre-emption. Rather than blocking a GPU
for a full job lifecycle, jobs can be swapped to different GPUs or
paused temporarily. This enables fine-grained schedule construc-
tion and increased optimization flexibility. Second is dynamic rescal-
ing. The initial up-front training plans could be adjusted (e.g., 6
GPUs down to 2) partway through a schedule. In SPASE, this can
also involve changing the parallelism.

We now describe how we implement introspection in Saturn.
Figure 6 illustrates our design. We treat our SPASE MILP solver as
a blackbox sub-system. At periodic intervals (e.g., every 1000 sec-
onds), we re-evaluate the underlying workload. The partial training

Figure 7: Sensitivity plots for Saturn andOptimus*-Dynamic

for interval and threshold knobs. We fix the interval to 1000s

for the first analysis and the threshold to 500s for the second.

over the previous interval may have modified the set of models.
We rerun the solver on the interval boundaries so that it can in-
trospectively adjust its original solution. By treating each interval-
defined segment of training as effectively independent, we preserve
gang scheduling semantics within each segment, while allowing
for graceful exits and relaunches across intervals. Such sequences
of independent segments are possible due to the iterative nature of
SGD, involving a sequence of minibatches [34], as well as the ease
of checkpointing models during training [88]. Global batch size
consistency is respected by adjusting per-device batch sizes to ac-
count for new allocations. Since we focus on model selection with
the fidelity desideratum, we cannot modify the user-configured
batch size transparently. As we discuss in Section 1, this is why
existing works such as Optimus [82] and Pollux [88] which rely
on dynamic batch sizes are not applicable to our setting (though
Optimus’s resource allocation heuristic can still be adapted and
used, as we do for our Optimus* baseline). Due to space constraints,
we provide the full pseudocode of our approach in the Appendix of
our tech report [74].

To demonstrate the impact of Saturn’s introspection, we com-
pare with a new dynamic baseline, “Optimus*-Dynamic”, by swap-
ping the MILP-solver for the Optimus*-Greedy algorithm. Figure 7
shows the impact of the interval length and the improvement thresh-
old knob. Since each round produces a holistically optimized solu-
tion, Saturn’s performance improves monotonically (not account-
ing for pre-emption costs) as knobs become more fine-grained.
Lower interval/threshold levels naturally subsume higher levels
in this scheme. In contrast, locally-optimizing algorithms such the
Optimus*-Dynamic approach have non-monotonic behaviors.

Introspection does not have to occur on interval completion; we
can simulate the next-interval state based on the current solution.
Then, the solving process for the next introspection round can
be overlapped with execution of the current round to hide the
latency of introspection. This scheme provides speedups of 15%
to 20% over our one-shot MILP, as shown in Section 5.3. With
introspection plus our MILP-solver, Saturn’s Joint Optimizer is
1.5x-4.1x faster than the heuristics described in Section 4.3. Our
introspection optimization significantly improves offline execution,
but it also naturally supports online AutoML optimizations such as
early-stopping [57, 58] or new job arrivals in a multi-tenant cluster
through workload reassessment. We do not explicitly optimize for
AutoML heuristics in the current version of Saturn; but it is easy
to extend it to exploit this optimization.

This mechanism is also a natural extension point to adapt Sat-
urn for autoscaling or elasticity. For example, Saturn could ob-
serve and respond to autoscaling events in between solving inter-
vals. Enabling the user to intervene and dynamically adapt jobs is
more challenging, since this might require re-triggering the Trial
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Runner, but the changes could still be captured on introspection
boundaries.

Our introspection optimization takes inspiration from prior art in
DL cluster scheduling, e.g., Antman [118] and Gandiva [117] which
demonstrated the value of pre-emption on minibatch boundaries,
as well as Pollux and Optimus [82, 88], which showed the value of
dynamic rescaling. Our contribution is in unifying both of those
optimization ideas to craft our introspection technique, which also
incorporates change-of-parallelism across introspection rounds.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We now run an extensive empirical evaluation. We aim to answer
two questions: (1) What performance benefits does Saturn provide
compared to current practice? (2) How much do each of Saturn’s
optimizations contribute to the overall speedups?
Workloads, Datasets, and Model Configurations: We run 2
model selection workloads with benchmark DL tasks. Table 3 lists
the model selection configurations (neural architectures and hyper-
parameters) for both workloads. The first (TXT) is a text workload
with LLMs. It uses the popularWikiText-2 [70] dataset. WikiText-
2, which is drawn from Wikipedia, has previously been used as
a benchmark on landmark LLMs such as GPT-2 [89]. TXT uses
two GPT models: GPT-2 (1.5B parameters), introduced in 2019, and
GPT-J (6B parameters), introduced in 2021. Both are still considered
state-of-the-art for application-specific finetuning purposes.The sec-
ond (IMG) is image classification comparing a large ResNet (200M
parameters) and a large-scale Vision Transformer (1.8B parameters).
It uses the computer vision benchmark dataset ImageNet [28] (14M
images and 1000 classes). IMG’s mix of model classes should help
motivate the use of different parallelisms.
Software Setup: All models are implemented and trained with
PyTorch 2.0. We register 4 parallelisms in Saturn.

(1) PyTorch Distributed Data Parallelism [60].
(2) PyTorch Fully-Sharded Data Parallelism [60].
(3) GPipe, adapted from an open-source implementation [51].
(4) Model spilling, provided by the FairScale library [12].

We use Gurobi 10.0 for our SPASEMILP-solver; the introspec-
tion threshold and interval parameters are set to 500s and 1000s,
respectively. For the underlying job orchestration, we use Ray v2.2.0.
Datasets are copied across nodes upfront.
Hardware Setup: We configure 3 hardware settings: (1) 8-GPU
single-node, (2) 16-GPU 2-nodes, and (3) heterogeneous 2-nodes,
where one node has 8 GPUs and the other has 4 (12 GPUs in total).
All settings use machines with 1152 GB RAM, Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz
2nd Gen CPUs, a 500 GB NVMe drive, and 40 GB memory A100
GPUs connected via NVSwitch.
Baselines: No prior end-to-end system can solve the SPASE prob-
lem; prior art either does not support large models or else fails
model selection constraints, as Table 1 showed. So, we compare
Saturn with 4 baselines using the approaches in Section 4.3.

(1) Current Practice): A heuristic without any task paral-
lelism within nodes. It allocates 8 GPUs per task. Paral-
lelism selection is set by a human to “optimal” choices for
an 8-GPU allocation, (typically FSDP). This is perhaps most
representative of current practice by end users of DL.

(2) Random: A randomizer tool selects parallelism and appor-
tioning and then applies a random scheduler. This repre-
sents a system-agnostic user.

(3&4) Two modified versions of Optimus*-Greedy (Alg. 1) com-
bined with a randomized scheduler (see Section 4). We
name these baselines Optimus*-Dynamic and Optimus*-

Static. These are the strongest baselines for large-model
model-selection we could assemble from prior art.

The above approaches cover both current practices and reason-
able strong heuristics for our problem setting. We note that the
two Optimus*-based baselines use our Trial Runner as an oracle
for their runtime estimates and parallelism selection decisions (the
original Optimus paper only had runtime models for Parameter
Server-style data parallelism [82]). This highlights the novelty of
our problem setting — the strongest baseline from prior art needs
to reuse a module of our system.

5.1 End-to-End Results

Model Selection Runtimes: We first compare the end-to-end
runtimes versus the 4 baselines. The Trial Runner search overheads
are included in Saturn’s runtime. Figure 8(A) presents the results.

Saturn achieves significant speedups versus all baselines. Against
Current Practice, we see makespan reductions of 39-40% on a single-
node, 43-48% on 2 homogeneous nodes, and 41-45% on 2 heteroge-
neous nodes. Against the strongest baseline (Optimus*-Dynamic),
we see makespan reductions of 30-34%, 38-40%, and 32-39% on the
three hardware configurations respectively. Since the same UPP
implementations are used in all cases, the speedups are achieved
purely via the better parallelism selections, resource allocations,
and schedule constructions. All compared approaches (including
Saturn) use logically equivalent SGD and offer the same accuracy.

Figure 8(B) plots GPU utilization. Saturn achieves good utiliza-
tion throughout, except an initial low-utilization period for the Trial
Runner’s search and MILP solving period. GPU utilization alone
can be misleading; tools such as nvidia-smi can artificially inflate
utilization [3]. So, these results should not be taken as a measure
of training performance in isolation.

Overall, Saturn reduces model selection runtimes substantially
for all workloads in all evaluated settings. It also offers more qual-
itative benefits to end users of DL because they are freed from
manually selecting parallelisms, deciding on resource allocations,
or tuning system parameters.
Intuition on Efficiency Gains. Saturn’s performance improve-
ments arise due to its holistic optimization approach. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that characterizes the paral-
lelism performance crossovers and incorporates them into a joint
optimizer. Our empirical profiler and unified SPASE formulation en-
able us to optimize in a parallelism-agnostic fashion. The heuristic
and algorithmic baselines make assumptions about scaling behav-
iors (e.g., consistency, linear scaling, etc.) that do not always hold up
in large-model DL practice. To prove our point further, Table 4 lists
the parallelisms+allocations selected by Saturn for a few models
from the single-node workloads. We see a non-trivial mixture of
decisions across the models trained.

Saturn’s MILP-chosen SPASE solutions may seem unintuitive
individually, but they combine into a multi-model SPASE solution
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Table 3: Model selection configurations of workloads.

Workload
Model Selection Configuration

# Models
Model Arch. (params) Dataset Batch Size Learning Rate Epochs

TXT GPT-2 (1.5B), GPT-J (6B) WikiText-2 {16, 32} {1e-5, 1e-4, 3e-3} 10 12
IMG ViT-G (1.8B), ResNet (200M) ImageNet {64, 128} {1e-5, 1e-4, 3e-3} 10 12
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Figure 8: (A) End-to-end runtimes. Speedups versus current practice are also noted. Results are averaged over three trials, with

the 90% confidence interval displayed. (B) Average GPU utilization over time at a 100s sampling rate on the single-node TXT job.

Table 4: Parallelisms and apportionments chosen by Sat-

urn for a few evaluated models.

Model Config Parallelism Apportionment

GPT-2 (Batch 16, 1e-5 LR) Pipelining 5 GPUs
GPT-2 (Batch 32, 1e-4 LR) FSDP 4 GPUs
GPT-J (Batch 16, 1e-5 LR) FSDP 8 GPUs
GPT-J (Batch 32, 1e-4 LR) Pipelining 3 GPUs
ResNet (Batch 64, 1e-4 LR) DDP 2 GPUs
ResNet (Batch 32, 1e-4 LR) Spilling 1 GPU
ViT-G (Batch 32, 1e-4 LR) FSDP 4 GPUs
ViT-G (Batch 16, 1e-4 LR) FSDP 6 GPUs

to minimize end-to-end runtimes. It is unreasonable to expect prac-
titioners to have the systems knowhow to manually design such
a complex mix. Our unified data systems-style approach frees DL
users to focus on their goals instead of tedious low-level decisions.

5.2 Joint Optimization Evaluation

To better understand the value of joint optimization for SPASE, we
evaluate Saturn against different compositions of tools —Alpa [127]
+ ASHA [57]; Alpa + Optimus* [82]; Alpa + SHA [58] — each used
together but unaware of each other. We note that it is non-trivial
for regular DL users to implement such compositions, but these
baselines can help elucidate the value of joint optimization. A/SHA
& Optimus are designed for multi-model training and GPU alloca-
tion; Alpa tackles parallelism selection. In combination, they can
be used to solve the dimensions of the SPASE problem, but in a
separated fashion. We elaborate on these tools in Section 6.

To mimic A/SHA’s early-stopping behaviors, we run Saturnand
Optimus* one epoch at a time. We take the early stops produced by
A/SHA and apply them to Saturn’s workload on epoch boundaries.
A/SHA is configured to use 3 rungs, with allocations of 1, 3, and 6
epochs respectively, so completed jobs will have run for 10 epochs.
The decay factor is set to 2, so half of the jobs survive each rung.
Since A/SHA was built for settings with substantially more acceler-
ators than models, we use a smaller version of the TXT workload

with 8 jobs, eliminating the 3e-3 learning rate option. This lets us
present the A/SHA baseline in the most favorable light feasible.

We report the results in Figure 8(C). We find that Saturn outper-
forms Alpa + ASHA by nearly 3X. Even if we remove Alpa’s search
times (e.g., if the searches were run once up-front) and directly
compare SPASE solution quality, Saturn still outperforms the com-
posite baseline by 1.67X. Against Alpa + Optimus*, the speedups
are 6.25X (resp. 1.54X) when including (resp. excluding) Alpa’s
compilation times. The Optimus* runtime that includes the compi-
lation times is so high because it needs to construct its throughput
oracle [88] up front by running the compiler for every possible
allocation for every model. Saturn’s significant speedups against
all 3 baselines support our view that the SPASE problem is a novel
space where joint optimization has a significant role to play, rather
than a simple composition of existing problem spaces.

5.3 Drilldown Analyses

5.3.1 Ablation Study. We separate our optimizations into 4 lay-
ers: scheduling, resource allocation, parallelism selection, and in-
trospection. We apply these one-by-one as follows. First, a version
without any of our optimizations. FSDP is used with checkpointing
and offloading (i.e., a non-expert config), resource allocations are
set manually to 4 GPUs per task, and a random scheduler is used.
Second, we use our makespan-optimized scheduler. Third, we rein-
troduce resource apportioning to the MILP. Fourth, we allow for
automatic parallelism selection and knob tuning. Finally, we over-
lay introspection. This completes Saturn. We use the single-node
TXT workload in our study. Table 5 notes the marginal speedups.

Table 5: Ablation study.

Optimizations Abs. Speedup Extra Speedup

Unoptimized 1.0X 1.0X
+ MILP Scheduler 1.1X 1.1X

+ Resource Allocation in MILP 1.33X 1.2X
+ Auto. Parallelism Selection 1.95X 1.47X

+ Introspection 2.27X 1.16X
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The scheduler-only MILP provides better packing for some ini-
tial makespan improvements. Adding in resource apportioning lets
the solver reshape task runtimes and demands to produce more
speedups. Automatic parallelism selection creates even more flexi-
bility and adds in knob-tuning to improve parallelism performance.
Introspection enables the solver to reassess its solution and adapt
to shifts in the workload to cap off Saturn’s speedups.

5.3.2 Sensitivity Analyses. We test Saturn’s sensitivity to the
size of: (1) workloads, (2) models, and (3) clusters.

For workload size scaling, we run TXT on a single 8-GPU node,
use the GPT-2 model, set batch size to 16, and vary the number
of learning rates explored. Figure 9(A) presents the results. Sat-
urn scales slightly superlinearly, mainly because of the broader
scope for optimization with a larger workload. This suggests good
performance for large-scale model selection, even as computational
demands and complexity grow.

Next, we vary model size. We run TXT on a single 8-GPU node
with batch size set to 16 and learning rate set to 1e-5. All models
are versions of GPT-2. We vary model size by stacking more en-
coder blocks, akin to what GPT-3 does [22]. Figure 9(B) presents
the results. Saturn achieves mostly linear scaling, but with slight
slowdowns on the largest model sizes. This is because the largest
models force the SPASE solution to use the currently only viable
configuration (8-GPU FSDP with checkpointing and offloading) for
every model.

Finally, we vary the number of GPUs visible to Saturn. We
switch to 2 nodes for the 16-GPU case. We use TXT for this experi-
ment. Figure 9(C) presents the results. Saturn achieves superlinear
speedups. We suggest 2 causes. First, the single-GPU case necessi-
tates DRAM spilling, while larger GPU counts reduce the degree
of spilling required and open a larger space of parallelisms. Sec-
ond, higher GPU counts broaden the solution space for the MILP,
enabling higher flexibility,

6 RELATEDWORK

Saturn’s focus on the unified SPASE problem is a first for large-
model DL workloads. Section 1.1 already discusses our positioning
against prior art and the rationales for our system design. We now
elaborate more how prior art connects to each dimension of the
SPASE problem. The Appendix of our tech report includes further
discussion of the wider DL systems landscape including tools such
as DeepSpeed [94] and Megatron [80] as well as cluster schedulers
like Gandiva [117], Gavel [77], and Antman [118].
Parallelism Selectors and Hybridizers: Paleo [86] focused on
performance models for data parallelism and model parallelism.
But the DL parallelism landscape has changed since then (2016),

with numerous new approaches. While Paleo might be extended to
newer parallelisms, our empirical Trial Runner approach is more
easily extensible and highly general. Alpa, FlexFlow, and Unity [49,
106, 127] focus on generating bespoke parallelism strategies for
model architectures through complex search procedures. They can
produce efficient single-model plans, but the cumulative search
overheads can get high when applied repeatedly to multi-model
training. They also do not consider multiple models being trained in
model selection workloads. In addition, these tools must manually
be reconfigured for new approaches (e.g., spilling). These tools could
potentially be viewed as parallelisms for Saturn’s UPP abstraction.
DL Model Selection Systems: Saturn follows a line of work
on systems for model selection, including Cerebro [54], Hyper-
band [58], and ASHA [57]. However, none of these prior works were
explicitly designed for the large-model setting, where users must
navigate the tradeoffs of complex and varied parallelisms, as ex-
plained in Section 1. Cerebro hybridizes task- and data-parallelism
to train multiple DL models in parallel on sharded data. Hyper-
band reallocates training resources (e.g., number of epochs) across
tasks based on convergence behaviors. SHA implements a rung-
based promotion plan to kill off less-promising job instances and
prioritize the execution of higher-value ones. ASHA extends this
to execute promotions asynchronously to reduce straggler-induced
overheads, rather than in batch-based rounds. ModelKeeper [55]
suggests warm-starting across similar model configurations. This
could be used to reduce the demands of model selection up front,
before Saturn executes. All these techniques exist at a higher-level
of abstraction, e.g., data sharding, early-stopping, or warm-starting.
Thus, they are orthogonal to Saturn and could be combined with
our work in future extensions.
DL Resource Schedulers: Pollux and Optimus [82, 83, 88] tackle
apportionment and scheduling, two parts of SPASE. But they do
not explicitly support larger-than-GPU-memory models, where
complex parallelisms alter performance tradeoffs in non-trivial
ways, as our work shows. In Optimus’ case, we can take the core
mechanisms and adapt them for large-model training, as we do in
our Optimus* baselines. But such adaptations underperform native
large-model tools such as Saturn. These tools also do not target
model selection workloads and optimize for throughput, while
makespan is better suited for our setting. They also alter model
accuracy, violating our fidelity desideratum. A config submitted to
Pollux (e.g., batch size X and learning rate Y) may yield different
accuracies than the same X and Y without Pollux. Themis [67]
studies scheduling fairness for ML jobs from different users; their
goal and setting are orthogonal to ours in that we focus on model
selection jobs from the same user and optimize for makespan.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

Finetuning of pre-trained large DL models is increasingly common
in DL practice. But navigating the complex space of model-parallel
training is unintuitive for regular DL users even though it is needed
to reduce runtimes and costs. The complex interplay of parallelism
selection with model selection workloads, which requires decisions
on resource apportioning and scheduling, can also lead to high
resource wastage if not handled well. This work resolves these is-
sues by formalizing the joint SPASE problem unifying large-model
parallelism selection, resource apportionment, and scheduling and
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designing a new information system architecture we call Saturn to
tackle SPASE. With user-friendly APIs, joint optimization, and a
judicious mix of systems techniques, Saturn reduces large-model
DL model selection runtimes by 39-49% over current practice, while
freeing DL users from tedious systems-level decisions. Overall, Sat-
urn offers maximal functionality in a critical DL setting, while
promoting architectural simplicity to ease real-world adoption. Fu-
ture extensions could explore alternative algorithmic approaches to
the SPASE problem, extend Saturn for other scheduling objectives,
and handle autoscaling clusters and dynamic job re-configurations.
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A SATURN API USAGE EXAMPLE

In this section, we provide detailed pseudocode illustrating exam-
ples of: (1) registering a new UPP with Saturn, (2) invoking the
profiler, and (3) calling the executor.

UPP Registration & Specification As discussed in Section 3.1,
the user can specify a UPP by implementing two functions — one for
knob-tuning, and one for execution. Listing 5 provides condensed
pseudocode demonstrating how to register Fully Sharded Data
Parallelism (provided in the PyTorch Distributed package) with
Saturn. The full code is available at our GitHub repository.

1 class FSDPExecutor(BaseTechnique):
2
3 def execute(task , gpus):
4 WORLD_SIZE = len(gpus)
5
6 def distributed_function(rank , world_size , task , gpus):
7 setup()
8 model , loss_fn = task.get_model (), task.loss_function
9 knobs = task.strategy.knobs
10 hints = task.hints
11
12 if hints.is_transformer:
13 wrap_policy = "transformer"
14 else:
15 wrap_policy = "auto"
16
17 model = FSDP(model , offload=knobs.offload , device=rank , auto_wrap_policy=

wrap_policy)
18 if knobs.checkpoint:
19 model = apply_checkpointing(model)
20
21 lr = task.hparams.lr
22 optimizer = task.hparams.optimizer_cls(model.parameters (), lr)
23
24 execution_loop(model , task.iterator)
25
26
27 multiprocessing.spawn(distributed_function , args=(task , gpus))
28
29 def search(task , gpus):
30 knob_search = [
31 checkpoint: True , offload: True ,
32 checkpoint: True , offload: False ,
33 checkpoint: False , offload: True ,
34 checkpoint: False , offload: False
35 ]
36
37 selected_config , runtime = None , None
38 for config in knob_search:
39 trial_task.knobs = config
40 trial_task.length = 5 batches
41 try:
42 rt = time(execute(trial_task , gpus))
43 if rt < runtime:
44 selected_config = config
45 runtime = rt
46 except:
47 continue
48

Listing 5: Registering FSDP as a UPP in Saturn’s Library.

This class can now be registered with the parallelism library as
illustrated in Listing 2 in Section 3.1. The newly added technique
can now be automatically applied to newly submitted models for
profiling & execution.

Profiling & Execution The profiler allows us to estimate the
performance of each model under different techniques with dif-
ferent GPU allocation levels. Listing 6 illustrates an example of
specifying, profiling, and executing two GPT-J fine-tuning jobs.
The base model is loaded from HuggingFace’s model hub, before
being passed into a Task wrapper with a hint for Saturn to note
that the model is a Transformer.

1 from transformers.models.gptj import GPTJForCausalLM
2 from data import dataloaders
3
4 def load_model ():
5 configuration = GPTJConfig.from_pretrained("EleutherAI/gpt -j-6B",

output_hidden_states=False)
6 model = GPTJForCausalLM.from_pretrained("EleutherAI/gpt -j-6B", config=

configuration)
7
8

9 hints = {transformer: True}
10 hparams_a = HParams(lr=1e-3, epochs=5, optimizer_cls=torch.optim.SGD)
11 hparams_b = HParams(lr=1e-5, epochs=5, optimizer_cls=torch.optim.Adam)
12 task_a = Task(load_model , dataloader , hints , hparams_a)
13 task_b = Task(load_model , dataloader , hints , hparams_b)
14
15
16 task_list = [task_a , task_b]
17 profile(task_list)
18 execute(task_list) # automatically invokes the MILP search procedure

Listing 6: Specifying a training job and launching it with

Saturn.

B MILP TIMEOUT SENSITIVITY

One potential risk with our highly non-convex problem space is
that the solver may get stuck in a local optimum. Given infinite time
to optimize, an MILP solver may be able to guarantee that it will
eventually reach the global optimum. But we must enforce a more
realistic timeout for practical purposes. Saturn sets a 5-minute
timeout, and we generally find that this timeout is sufficient to pro-
duce a high-quality solution. In this section, we empirically justify
that choice of timeout by charting out achieved solution makespan
against MILP solving time. We demonstrate that increasing the
timeout does not provide significant marginal improvements, im-
plying that the 5-minute timeout already achieves a solution that
compares favorably to the theoretical global optimum.

We reuse the single-node TXT simulation workload from Sec-
tion 4.3.2. We do not consider introspection. The results are illus-
trated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Achieved makespan on the single-node TXT work-

load as Gurobi’s timeout is increased.

Past the 5-minute mark, the improvements are insubstantial.
Going from a 5 minute timeout to a 1 hour timeout only reduces
the achieved makespan by about 10 minutes (approx. 0.99%). It
should be noted, however, that these results are specific to the tested
workloads. Our end-to-endworkloads are similar to this one in scale,
and anecdotally, many model selection workloads are of a similar
size. Future iterations of Saturnmight look to automatically select
a timeout depending on workload size. For example, a one-hundred
model workload might require a longer optimization period, and
correspondingly the higher overhead might be more tolerable in
relation to the larger scale of the job. For now, however, we simply
expose the timeout to the user so that they can re-configure it if they
feel that the default 5 minutes is not well-suited to the workload at
hand.
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C ILLUSTRATIONS OF MILP CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we continue the illustration of our MILP constraints
from Section 4.2. Since Constraints 1-3 are already illustrated in
the main text, we will only illustrate Constraints 4-11 here.

Constraints 4 and 5.

Constraint 4 ensures that the total number of assigned GPUs (left
hand-side of constraint) is ≥ the number of GPUs prescribed by the
selected strategy. Constraint 5 ensures a ≤ relationship between the
two quantities. The combination of ≥ and ≤ yield a straightforward
equality, which is not possible to formulate directly in an MILP. So,
we use this roundabout “combination” technique.∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛

𝑡 ≥ 𝐺𝑡,𝑠 −𝑈 × (2 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (4)

∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛

𝑡 ≤ 𝐺𝑡,𝑠 +𝑈 × (2 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (5)

Figure 11: Illustration of a SPASE solution where tasks select

too few or too many GPUs, violating constraints 4 & 5.

Constraints 6 and 7.

Constraints 6 & 7 ensures that the total number of blocked GPUs
on the node (left hand-side of constraint) is 0 if the node has not
been selected. We use the same combination procedure as in 4 & 5.∑︁

𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛
𝑡 ≤ 0 −𝑈 × (𝑂𝑡,𝑛 + 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (6)

∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑃𝑡,𝑛

𝑡 ≥ 0 +𝑈 × (𝑂𝑡,𝑛 + 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (7)

Figure 12: Illustration of a SPASE solutionwhere a task blocks

GPUs on a node it has not selected, violating constraints 6 &

7.

Constraints 8 and 9.

Constraints 8 & 9 enforce gang scheduling semantics, so that if
a job is assigned multiple GPUs, it will start executing on all GPUs
simultaneously.∑

𝑥 ∈𝐼𝑡,𝑛 𝑥

𝐺𝑡,𝑠
≤ 𝐼𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 +𝑈 × (3 − 𝑃𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛)

∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(8)

∑
𝑥 ∈𝐼𝑡,𝑛 𝑥

𝐺𝑡,𝑠
≥ 𝐼𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 −𝑈 × (3 − 𝑃𝑡,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 −𝑂𝑡,𝑛)

∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(9)

Figure 13: Illustration of a specific model violating gang

scheduling requirements, thus breaking Constraints 8 & 9.

Constraints 10 and 11.

Finally, Constraints 10 and 11 ensure that if two jobs share any
GPUs in common, then their active runtimes cannot overlap.

𝐼𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 ≤ 𝐼𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝑅𝑡,𝑠 +𝑈 × ((3 − 𝑃𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝑃𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔) − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 +𝐴𝑡2,𝑡1)
∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡1 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑡2 ∈ (𝑇 − {𝑡1}),∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(10)
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𝐼𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 ≥ 𝐼𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔 + 𝑅𝑡,𝑠 −𝑈 × ((4 − 𝑃𝑡1,𝑛,𝑔 − 𝑃𝑡2,𝑛,𝑔) −𝐴𝑡2,𝑡1 − 𝐵𝑡,𝑠 )
∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 ,∀𝑡1 ∈ 𝑇,∀𝑡2 ∈ (𝑇 − {𝑡1}),∀𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑛,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁

(11)

Figure 14: Illustration of a SPASE execution plan violating

task isolation requirements, thus breaking Constraints 10 &

11.

D INTERVAL INTROSPECTION

Here, we provide the basic algorithm for our introspective solver. Es-
sentially, we re-trigger the solver on a fixed interval and determine
if the new solution improves performance versus just continuing
with the existing plan. If the new plan is superior, we checkpoint
all active jobs and re-launch with the new plan.

Algorithm 2 : Round Introspection(Workload𝑊 , Interval 𝐼 )

1: Schedule𝑆 = 𝑀𝐼𝐿𝑃 (𝑊 )
2: 𝑀 = 𝑀𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛(𝑆)
3: E2ESchedule = 𝑆 [0 : 𝐼 ]
4: T = 500
5: whileW not exhausted do

6: 𝑊 =𝑊 after 𝐼 seconds of 𝑆
7: 𝑆 = 𝑆 [𝐼 :]
8: 𝑀 = 𝑀 − 𝐼

9: Proposal = 𝑀𝐼𝐿𝑃 (𝑊 )
10: if Makespan(Proposal) ≤ M - T then

11: 𝑆 = Proposal
12: 𝑀 = Makespan(Proposal)
13: end if

14: 𝐸2𝐸𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑆 [0 : 𝐼 ])
15: end while

16: return 𝐿

We use a tolerance level, 𝑇 , to describe the minimum acceptable
benefit of an introspective plan switch. If the swap only provided a
5 second benefit, for example, the switching overheads alone might
outweigh the makespan reduction.

E ADDITIONAL RELATEDWORKS

In this section, we go into some other DL systems works that are
relevant to performance optimization in general, though they do
not overlap directly with the specifics of our SPASE problem.

Pipelining & FSDP: Pipelining is a modification of model par-
allelism in which the model is sharded in a sequential fashion. It
partitions a minibatch into smaller “microbatches,” then shuttles
the microbatches through the model partitions [45, 51, 61, 120].
This enables different model shards to concurrently run different
microbatches. The speedup of pipelining is heavily tied to the par-
titioning scheme and the number of microbatches. Prior work has
underscored the importance of tuning these knobs via either expert
knowledge or automated heuristics [61].

Fully-Sharded-Data-Parallelism (FSDP) is amore recent approach
that blends model parallelism with data parallelism. Originally in-
troduced in Microsoft’s ZeRO [90], it has since been integrated
into the PyTorch Distributed package [60]. FSDP partitions a model
graph across multiple accelerators, then sends different minibatch
partitions to the accelerators. FSDP runs All-Gather onmodel layers
in sequence as data moves through the graph. The currently execut-
ing layer group is data-parallel-replicated; the other operators are
still distributed in a model-parallel way. FSDP exposes two main
user-configured optimizations to reduce GPU memory pressure:
(1) gradient checkpointing [26] and (2) DRAM spilling. Turning
these knobs on can lower GPUmemory pressure at the cost of some
performance. Ascertaining when it is worth turning one or both of
these techniques generally requires empirical testing.

DL Cluster Schedulers: Schedulers such as Gandiva, Apollo, Tire-
sias, & Antman target a different setting [13, 21, 37, 117, 118] and
require manual resource specification. Gandiva does offer oppor-
tunistic rescaling for elastic [116] jobs, but without knowledge
of the model’s scalability. These systems and other orchestrators
like Pathways [15] tackle systems challenges that arise with very
large clusters. Our focus is complementary in that we aim to free
end users of DL from needing to hand-tune systems factors. One
could potentially integrate Saturn with such larger schedulers by
allocating a set of nodes for Saturn to manage locally for model se-
lection. Gavel [77] schedules over heterogeneous resources, which
is beyond our scope, but does not tackle the SPASE problem. Their
metrics to handle heterogeneity could potentially be used in a future
Saturn extension.

System Optimizers: KungFu [68] provides an interface for users
to express various procedures for mid-training system parameter
changes. Litz [87] provides a programming model for elastic param-
eter server data parallelism. TeraPipe uses dynamic programming to
optimize the partitioning and execution of pipeline parallelism [61].
Systems like Rammer [64], GO [128], TVM [25], SystemML’s query
rewriter [19] and compiler autotuners [85, 108] provide similar
up-front optimizations for DL workloads. These automated search
procedures are orthogonal to our own work and support can be
added in the future using our UPP abstraction and Library API.

Other Model Selection Systems: Nautilus [75] optimizes model
selection for transfer learning. 𝛼-NAS [50] proposes a method for
creating architecture search workloads. Other systems like Fair-
Rover [123] tackle human-in-the-loop model building. These works
are orthogonal to our own— they create/modify the model selection
workload that Saturn executes.
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Other DL System Optimizations: Optimizations such as compi-
lation [4, 25, 52, 56, 85], batching [62, 78, 126], compression [29, 41,
98], and graph substitution [47, 48, 106] are orthogonal to our work.
Many systems (e.g. DeepSpeed [90, 91, 94], Megatron [1, 80, 100],
Hotline [9], HugeCTR [113], RecShard [7, 81], HogBatch [66], and
Switch Transformers [33]) propose new parallelisms, all express-
ible under our Library API. Data pipeline optimizations [93, 111,
112, 114], fairness systems [35, 96, 122], and end-to-end pipeline
managers [16, 18, 84, 102, 119] are also mostly orthogonal to our

own work; we do not restrict the workload/data design. Some other
works have addressed large-model challenges in different ways; e.g.
by using alternative, parameter-efficient architectures [103] or else
by training on non-GPU hardware [27, 104]. By contrast, Saturn is
intended to optimize existing large-model GPU-training settings.
Still other works optimize for settings such as DL inference [11, 14,
23, 24, 76, 121] or non-DL compute [8, 32, 36, 43, 109, 124]. These
works target a different setting entirely.
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